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Gameplay Gameplay in Max Payne 3 is based on cinematic, third-person perspective, action-adventure and shooter mechanics. The former introduced a detailed cover system allowing the player to duck behind or within various objects, whereas the latter features an advanced, bullet-time-like effect. The game is set within a series of realistically-designed, remarkably well-detailed, sprawling urban environments. Players do
not have to unlock levels or complete missions in a linear fashion, but they will need to progress at a steady pace to achieve the game's high standards in game quality and narrative. Several standalone missions, as well as the game's narrative, are driven by non-player characters ("NPCs") representing law enforcement, organized crime, and underworld factions. Many of the game's missions are centered around realistic police
investigations, in which the player will fight against armed opponents while attempting to locate or collect evidence at crime scenes. Several guns are available for the player to wield. Most of them are available during the game, but certain ones are restricted until the player completes certain missions, or acquires certain equipment such as the RAZR, better suits, or other items. Weapon handling is realistic, and players will

need to quickly switch from their primary weapon to their secondary weapon in order to ensure safe reloading. Maximum accuracy is achieved when players aim down their weapon's sight, hold down the trigger to enable full-auto fire, and double-tap the fire button to unload maximum volume of bullets. When such a scenario occurs, players are warned by an audible beep. Cover, although possible to use, is not a major
factor in the game's action. The player can almost always locate cover that is safe and can quickly change positions or move in and out of cover if necessary. Cover does provide protection from different types of fire, including machine guns, submachine guns, automatic firearms, sniper rifles, explosive rounds, and grenades. Plot After five years and three unsuccessful attempts to murder him, Max Payne returns to New

York City to find that his past has caught up with him. His friend and former partner in the NYPD Detective's elite task force, Jacob Pulak, has been murdered, likely by the same people who were after Max. As he struggles to make sense of his friend's murder and the first person shooter genre's false finish he is stalked by an unknown presence that threatens to change his life forever. Development and release Max Payne 3
was announced on August 18,
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